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Taking into consideration the book The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For
Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis to read is additionally required. You can decide
on guide based on the preferred motifs that you such as. It will engage you to enjoy reading other
publications The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers
Bank By Jamila T. Davis It can be also concerning the necessity that binds you to review the book. As this
The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila
T. Davis, you can discover it as your reading publication, even your favourite reading publication. So, find
your favourite publication below and also obtain the connect to download the book soft data.

Review
This amazing story will make your eyes pop out of your head in disbelief. This is a cautionary tale, but also a
real champion's one also, and stands as a testament to the power of positive thinking even in the worst
situation in today's hard, cold world. A Must-read for anyone looking for an inspirational women's story with
real themes to be discussed right now." Self Publishing Review, 5 Stars 

Review: The High Price I Had To Pay by Jamila Davis ★★★★★Posted by: Naka Jackson January 29, 2016
in Book Reviews, Lead Story
If you are not already privy to the race/class imbalance of the USA, this amazing story will make your eyes
pop out of your head in disbelief - if you are, like most of us, this tale is just about the seal on the deal. A 25-
year-old woman without a college degree at the time, gets accused of bringing down Lehman Bank for
millions of dollars. Yes, actually breaking a huge investment bank. Her male, white bosses get paltry
sentences while she gets 12.5 years in jail.
Jamila Davis, an African American from New York, was seen all over the news, her mugshot plastered
wherever newscasters could get it. The FBI testified to Jamila's full guilt, and had the court sending a mother
of young children to prison for their entire remaining childhood.
This memoir penned by Davis herself is her story: how she became embroiled in a situation and then the
court case that ensued.
Jamila admits what she did do: something of a flip in a loophole for properties owned by rich and famous
rappers and the like. She lived the high lifestyle in a beautiful apartment with an elevator in the middle and
had a fleet of cars, jewels, and more. But she was not being honest, and this caught up to her - she is contrite
in this. But to award her such a sentence for a white-collar crime, and to demonize her in court is clearly not
justice. Her law team failed her, one even killing themselves.
Talking about overincarceration and social issues for women such as herself, Davis has gone on to be the
unique inspiration for her family, and for many other incarcerated women. She has started a publishing
imprint with her parents, Voices International, and speaks to inmates about how they can heal their lives, and
survive jail. Her son has been inspired to create a very successful celebrity clothing line to push himself



through college. Her daughter writes amazing motivational prose. Maybe Jamila's kids would have been this
way anyway with this intelligent, word-savvy writer for a mom, but it's a testament to her remote parenting
skills all the same.
While maybe the end of the book speaks too personally and emotionally about NJ Governor Chris Christie
and the way that he supported Jamila's incarceration, she has a point. The Old Boys' Club is alive and well in
New York State, and there's no justice in sight for most women of color accused of non-violent crimes in
America if they can be made a scapegoat. Lack of resources compared to her counterparts made it easy to pin
it on the younger and less experienced defendant here.
This is a cautionary tale, but also a real champion's one also, and stands as a testament to the power of
positive thinking even in the worst of situations in today's hard, cold world, and to be honest, shows that
America's interior race relations fundamentally have moved very little in three hundred years. A must-read
for anyone looking for an inspirational women's story with real themes to be discussed right now.
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The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By
Jamila T. Davis. Negotiating with checking out behavior is no requirement. Reading The High Price I Had
To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis is not type
of something offered that you can take or not. It is a point that will change your life to life a lot better. It is
the many things that will give you lots of points around the globe and this universe, in the real world and
here after. As exactly what will be made by this The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years
For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis, just how can you haggle with the thing that has
numerous benefits for you?

To get over the issue, we now supply you the modern technology to download guide The High Price I Had
To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis not in a thick
printed data. Yeah, checking out The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing
Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis by online or obtaining the soft-file just to check out can be one of
the means to do. You could not really feel that reading a publication The High Price I Had To Pay:
Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis will certainly be
valuable for you. Yet, in some terms, May people successful are those who have reading behavior, included
this sort of this The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers
Bank By Jamila T. Davis

By soft data of the e-book The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing
Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis to review, you could not have to bring the thick prints
everywhere you go. Whenever you have going to review The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2
Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis, you can open your kitchen appliance to
review this e-book The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman
Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis in soft documents system. So easy and rapid! Reviewing the soft data
book The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By
Jamila T. Davis will certainly give you very easy method to read. It could additionally be much faster since
you could read your book The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman
Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis almost everywhere you really want. This on-line The High Price I Had To
Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis could be a
referred book that you can appreciate the solution of life.
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The High Price I Had To Pay is a captivating real-life story that reveals another aspect of the inside fraud
perpetrated by Lehman executives that has yet to be told!
Years before the 2008 Financial Crisis, a major epidemic of mortgage fraud surged throughout the country.
The FBI geared up to combat the problem, imprisoning thousands who alleged to have victimized Wall
Street giants, such as Lehman Brothers. Hidden safely behind the auspices of being a "victim," savvy Ivy
League bank executives created additional fraudulent schemes to further their profit. Utilizing their
"victimizers" as scapegoats, the bankers' clever plan went undetected. Consequently, the real architects of the
massive fraudulent lending schemes escaped unpunished. And the "small fries," who the bankers blamed,
were left to do big time!
This illuminating synopsis by author Jamila T. Davis, who is currently serving a 12 ½ Year sentence in
federal prison for bank fraud, is shared from a unique standpoint. Davis was labeled by Lehman attorneys as
the 25 year old mastermind who devised an elaborate mortgage scheme that defrauded their bank of 22
million dollars. Her shocking story captures the inside tricks of Wall Street elite and takes you up-close and
personal into a world driven by greed and power.
Davis' story will leave you amazed and make you think. Have savvy Wall Street executives, such as Richard
Fuld, been able to out smart the world? And while these executives escape unpunished, is it fair that "small
Fries, "like Davis, are left to do big time?
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Review
This amazing story will make your eyes pop out of your head in disbelief. This is a cautionary tale, but also a
real champion's one also, and stands as a testament to the power of positive thinking even in the worst
situation in today's hard, cold world. A Must-read for anyone looking for an inspirational women's story with
real themes to be discussed right now." Self Publishing Review, 5 Stars 

Review: The High Price I Had To Pay by Jamila Davis ★★★★★Posted by: Naka Jackson January 29, 2016
in Book Reviews, Lead Story
If you are not already privy to the race/class imbalance of the USA, this amazing story will make your eyes
pop out of your head in disbelief - if you are, like most of us, this tale is just about the seal on the deal. A 25-
year-old woman without a college degree at the time, gets accused of bringing down Lehman Bank for
millions of dollars. Yes, actually breaking a huge investment bank. Her male, white bosses get paltry
sentences while she gets 12.5 years in jail.



Jamila Davis, an African American from New York, was seen all over the news, her mugshot plastered
wherever newscasters could get it. The FBI testified to Jamila's full guilt, and had the court sending a mother
of young children to prison for their entire remaining childhood.
This memoir penned by Davis herself is her story: how she became embroiled in a situation and then the
court case that ensued.
Jamila admits what she did do: something of a flip in a loophole for properties owned by rich and famous
rappers and the like. She lived the high lifestyle in a beautiful apartment with an elevator in the middle and
had a fleet of cars, jewels, and more. But she was not being honest, and this caught up to her - she is contrite
in this. But to award her such a sentence for a white-collar crime, and to demonize her in court is clearly not
justice. Her law team failed her, one even killing themselves.
Talking about overincarceration and social issues for women such as herself, Davis has gone on to be the
unique inspiration for her family, and for many other incarcerated women. She has started a publishing
imprint with her parents, Voices International, and speaks to inmates about how they can heal their lives, and
survive jail. Her son has been inspired to create a very successful celebrity clothing line to push himself
through college. Her daughter writes amazing motivational prose. Maybe Jamila's kids would have been this
way anyway with this intelligent, word-savvy writer for a mom, but it's a testament to her remote parenting
skills all the same.
While maybe the end of the book speaks too personally and emotionally about NJ Governor Chris Christie
and the way that he supported Jamila's incarceration, she has a point. The Old Boys' Club is alive and well in
New York State, and there's no justice in sight for most women of color accused of non-violent crimes in
America if they can be made a scapegoat. Lack of resources compared to her counterparts made it easy to pin
it on the younger and less experienced defendant here.
This is a cautionary tale, but also a real champion's one also, and stands as a testament to the power of
positive thinking even in the worst of situations in today's hard, cold world, and to be honest, shows that
America's interior race relations fundamentally have moved very little in three hundred years. A must-read
for anyone looking for an inspirational women's story with real themes to be discussed right now.

Most helpful customer reviews

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Awesome True Story....
By Jose Francisco
Having knowledge of the facts of Jamila's case, I can assure you once you pick up this book, you will be
shocked at how Lehman Brothers was the catalyst that almost brought the United States to its knees.
However, as big and as powerful as they were, they shifted the blame of their actions to multiple individuals,
one of them being Jamila Davis. When you read the book you will be able to see how the pieces of the
puzzle fit into place on the behind the scenes look at the financial crisis of the United States and how big
banks washed their hands with individuals like Jamila Davis. I praise Jamila for having the courage to write
her book notwithstanding her incarceration.

Awesome read...

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Fascinating expose on Lehman Brothers fiasco
By TFLReader
I definitely remember all of the controversy surrounding the "mortgage crisis" less than a decade ago and the
number of people who ended up going to jail for supposed white collar offenses. There were undoubtedly
people who got away with plenty back then and author Jamila T. Davis brings a lot of this to light in her
"The High Price I Had to Pay". The fascinating story of her days in the world of real estate and investments
and what lead to her eventual conviction and imprisonment for bank fraud. It's not hard to believe, just



difficult to stomach, that many of the heavy hitters never even received a slap on the wrist. Great read.

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
The High Price I Had To Pay
By Meda
This is an emotionally great read. It explicitly tells poignant details of how a young woman took a wrong
turn in life and evidently not only paid the price, but paid an extremely "High Price". Jamila Davis basically
“took one for the team”. I’ve heard of “doing the time for the crime”, but it seems the system has chosen to
make an example out of this lady who is currently incarcerated. I commend Ms. Davis on writing this book
and painting a well defined, transparent, yet horrifying portrait for young women of our new generation to
visibly and mentally experience beforehand.

See all 39 customer reviews...
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Considering that e-book The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman
Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis has terrific advantages to check out, numerous individuals now increase
to have reading routine. Assisted by the established innovation, nowadays, it is not tough to obtain the
publication The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman Brothers
Bank By Jamila T. Davis Even guide is not existed yet in the marketplace, you to look for in this site. As just
what you could find of this The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing
Lehman Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis It will truly alleviate you to be the initial one reading this
publication The High Price I Had To Pay: Sentenced To 12 1/2 Years For Victimizing Lehman
Brothers Bank By Jamila T. Davis and obtain the advantages.

Review
This amazing story will make your eyes pop out of your head in disbelief. This is a cautionary tale, but also a
real champion's one also, and stands as a testament to the power of positive thinking even in the worst
situation in today's hard, cold world. A Must-read for anyone looking for an inspirational women's story with
real themes to be discussed right now." Self Publishing Review, 5 Stars 

Review: The High Price I Had To Pay by Jamila Davis ★★★★★Posted by: Naka Jackson January 29, 2016
in Book Reviews, Lead Story
If you are not already privy to the race/class imbalance of the USA, this amazing story will make your eyes
pop out of your head in disbelief - if you are, like most of us, this tale is just about the seal on the deal. A 25-
year-old woman without a college degree at the time, gets accused of bringing down Lehman Bank for
millions of dollars. Yes, actually breaking a huge investment bank. Her male, white bosses get paltry
sentences while she gets 12.5 years in jail.
Jamila Davis, an African American from New York, was seen all over the news, her mugshot plastered
wherever newscasters could get it. The FBI testified to Jamila's full guilt, and had the court sending a mother
of young children to prison for their entire remaining childhood.
This memoir penned by Davis herself is her story: how she became embroiled in a situation and then the
court case that ensued.
Jamila admits what she did do: something of a flip in a loophole for properties owned by rich and famous
rappers and the like. She lived the high lifestyle in a beautiful apartment with an elevator in the middle and
had a fleet of cars, jewels, and more. But she was not being honest, and this caught up to her - she is contrite
in this. But to award her such a sentence for a white-collar crime, and to demonize her in court is clearly not
justice. Her law team failed her, one even killing themselves.
Talking about overincarceration and social issues for women such as herself, Davis has gone on to be the
unique inspiration for her family, and for many other incarcerated women. She has started a publishing
imprint with her parents, Voices International, and speaks to inmates about how they can heal their lives, and
survive jail. Her son has been inspired to create a very successful celebrity clothing line to push himself
through college. Her daughter writes amazing motivational prose. Maybe Jamila's kids would have been this
way anyway with this intelligent, word-savvy writer for a mom, but it's a testament to her remote parenting
skills all the same.



While maybe the end of the book speaks too personally and emotionally about NJ Governor Chris Christie
and the way that he supported Jamila's incarceration, she has a point. The Old Boys' Club is alive and well in
New York State, and there's no justice in sight for most women of color accused of non-violent crimes in
America if they can be made a scapegoat. Lack of resources compared to her counterparts made it easy to pin
it on the younger and less experienced defendant here.
This is a cautionary tale, but also a real champion's one also, and stands as a testament to the power of
positive thinking even in the worst of situations in today's hard, cold world, and to be honest, shows that
America's interior race relations fundamentally have moved very little in three hundred years. A must-read
for anyone looking for an inspirational women's story with real themes to be discussed right now.
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